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Georgeanne Howard leaves her fiancé at the altar when she realizes she can't marry a man old enough to be her

grandfather, no matter how rich he is. Hockey superstar John Kowalsky unknowingly helps her escape, and only

when it's too late does he realize that he's absconded with his boss's bride. This bad boy isn't looking to be anybody's

savior but his own. Still, a long night stretches ahead of them—a night too sultry to resist temptation.

Seven years later, Georgeanne and John meet again. She is on her way to becoming Seattle's domestic darling and he

is past his hellraising days. Shocked to learn that he has a daughter, John's determined to be part of her life.

Georgeanne has loved John since the moment she jumped into his car, but will he risk the wrath of his boss, and one

final chance at glory, to prove that this time his love will be everlasting?

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

In this saucy romance, charm-school graduate Georgeanne Howard has only two real talents: cooking and talking.

Her Mae West-like body, though, is what attracts Virgil Duffy, a man old enough to be her grandfather but richer

than Croesus. But when it comes time to actually marry Duffy, Georgeanne just can't go though with it. She makes

her escape with bad boy John Kowalsky, the star hockey player for the team that Duffy owns. John has no idea that

the gorgeous babe he is about to have a one-night stand with happens to be his boss's bride-to-be. It's not an

auspicious start for a romance, but romance Georgeanne he does. Seven years later, Kowalsky discovers that their

one night of unforgettable passion produced an incorrigible little girl who is even wilder than her parents--and

Georgeanne is even more beautiful than he remembered.
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when it's too late does he realize that he's absconded with his boss's bride. This bad boy isn't looking to be anybody's

savior but his own. Still, a long night stretches ahead of them—a night too sultry to resist temptation.

Seven years later, Georgeanne and John meet again. She is on her way to becoming Seattle's domestic darling and he

is past his hellraising days. Shocked to learn that he has a daughter, John's determined to be part of her life.
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